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RESISTO PROJECT – PUBLISHABLE EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Communications play a fundamental role in the economic and social well-being of the citizens and on
operations of most of the CIs. Thus they are a primary target for criminals having a multiplier effect on
the power of attacks and providing enormous resonance and gains. Also extreme weather events and
natural disasters represents a challenge due to their increase in frequency and intensity requiring
smarter resilience of the Communication CIs, which are extremely vulnerable due to the everincreasing complexity of the architecture also in light of the evolution towards 5G, the extensive use of
programmable platforms and exponential growth of connected devices. The fact that most enterprises
still manage physical and cyber security independently represents a further challenge. RESISTO
platform is an innovative solution for Communication CIs holistic situation awareness and enhanced
resilience (aligned with ECSO objectives). Based on an Integrated Risk and Resilience analysis
management and improvement process availing all resilience cycle phases (prepare, prevent, detect,
absorb, etc.) and technical resilience capabilities (sense, model, infer, act, adopt), RESISTO
implements an innovative Decision Support System to protect communication infrastructures from
combined cyber-physical threats exploiting the Software Defined Security model on a suite of state of
the art cyber/physical security components (Blockchain, Machine Learning, IoT security, Airborne
threat detection, holistic audio-video analytics) and services (Responsible Disclosure Framework) for
detection and reaction in presence of attacks or natural disasters. Through RESISTO
Communications Operators, will be able to implement a set of mitigation actions and
countermeasures that significantly reduce the impact of negative events in terms of performance
losses, social consequences, and cascading effects in particular by bouncing efficiently back to
original and forward to operational states of operation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The main objective of the RESISTO project objective of improving the security and
resilience in communication infrastructures integrating RESISTO platform interfaces
with existing communication infrastructures and this report summarizes the Desk-top
application of the long term control loop of the RESISTO platform to the use case
scenarios for second use cases refinement.
The objective of this task is to describe, refine and tailor the proposed approach to
risk and resilience management process of RESISTO and the software tools of
relevance for the risk and resilience improvement process, namely: the simulation
tool, CaESAR, the extended threat list and the visualization tool, the Shiny app, used
to perform it and how this has been tailored on each infrastructure to which has been
applied. Furthermore, a description of the resilience management process, an
introduction to the tools and input methods that were utilized at each step is reported.
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ABBREVIATIONS

2G, 3G, 4G

Second, third and fourth generation of mobile phone systems

API

Application Programming Interface

APN

Access Point Name

ASIC

Application Specific Integrated Circuit

B2B

Back-to-Back gateway

CCA

Critical Communication Application

CCS

Critical Communications System

DMO

Direct Mode Operations

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standard Institute

EU

European Union

GGSN

Gateway GPRS Support Node

GSM

Global System for Mobile communications

GSSI

Group Short Subscriber Identity

HW

HardWare

ISI

Inter System Interface

ISSI

Individual Short Subscriber Identity

ISITEP

Inter System Interfaces for TETRA-TETRAPOL Networks

ITSI

Individual TETRA subscriber Identity

LTE

Long Term Evolution (= 4G)

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

PC

Personal Computer

PPDR

Public Protection and Disaster Relief

PTT

Push To Talk

QoS

Quality of Service

SW

SoftWare

TCCE

TETRA and Critical Communications Evolution

TEA2

TETRA Encryption Algorithm #2
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TETRA

TErrestrial Trunked RAdio

TG

Talk Group

TMO

Trunked Mode Operations

UE

User Equipment

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WP

Work Package
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the RESISTO project is improving the security and resilience of communication
infrastructures, integrating the RESISTO platform interfaces within the existing telecom infrastructures
and providing a holistic overall solution tailored to contemporary needs and addressing even more
sophisticated threats. By that way the overall resilience of the telecom critical infrastructure is broadly
enhanced. In WP3 the long term control loop of the RESISTO platform for risk and resilience analysis
and management process is defined, contributing to that resilience enhancement.
This report summarizes the status of T3.5, “Desk-top application to use case scenarios for second
use cases refinement”. The main objective of this task is to refine the risk and resilience management
process of the RESISTO long-term control loop and to describe how this is being tailored on each
infrastructure to which it will be applied. Specific case studies have been initiated for that purpose,
addressing the RESISTO Use Cases and their scenarios, as it will be seen in the CHpaters to follow.
This report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a description of the risk and resilience assessment and improvement process for
telecommunication infrastructures applied to the use case scenarios considered in RESISTO.
Chapter 3 contains the description of the supporting tools used in the Risk and Resilience
Improvement process and to store and retrieve the results of the process.
Chapter 4 contains the description of results of the tools applied to each operator scenario.
Chapter 5 provides a summary and conclusions of the report.
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2.
RISK AND RESILIENCE ASSESSEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT PROCESS FOR
TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURES

2.1. Connection to the Short-Term Control Loop, the field trials and the KPIs
While the Long-Term Control Loop (LTCL) is a mechanism for risk and resilience assessment of
telecommunication infrastructures, requiring statistical data and metrics’ measurements over long
time periods as input, the Short-Term Control Loop (STCL) mainly pertains to the response of the
system to threats and incidents, as they occur during its daily operation. RESISTO, as a complete
security solution, involves both loops in its functionality. In a real-world deployment, outside the
limitation of an EU project’s framework, the STCL’s operation would produce results that could be
gathered, during extended periods of the system’s operation and processed to extract metadata that
could be used as inputs to the LTCL.
It is obvious that under the time and resource restrictions of the RESISTO project, it would be
impossible to acquire the required data produced by the daily operation of the system to properly feed
the LTCL. Instead another approach was followed, setting the framework for the operation of the
LTCL within the project. Driven by the use-case scenarios, that were defined in deliverables Dx.x etc,
a simulation of the network infrastructure operation was designed, based on several models
pertaining to the different scenarios. Adopting real-world assumptions about certain infrastructure
parameters, based on the experience of the end-users, these models produced the necessary input
for the operation of the LTCL. Details of the approach, including the operation of the LTCL and its
results on a scenario-by-scenario basis, are described in chapter 4 of the current document.
The approach described above, dictated by the project’s limitations, ensured that the differences
between the LTCL and STCL were properly showcased, while maintaining the connection of the LTCL
to the field trials, defined for demonstrating the STCL’s operation within the project. At the same time,
it could demonstrate, in the best possible way, how both loops work together in a real-world
deployment. Since several KPIs were selected for measurement during the field trials (see D3.8) to
assess the system’s performance and capabilities, similar quantities were used as well, either for the
simulation of the various infrastructures on which the LTCL process was based (see chapter 4) or as
LTCL’s inputs. Obviously, it was impossible to actually measure these quantities at that point and thus
reasonable assumptions were made, based on the experience of the end-users. Executing the
scenarios multiple times over extended time periods (months) and measuring the defined KPIs in
order to use them as input to the LTCL would be the best but infeasible approach, so inevitably, the
next best thing, described previously, was adopted.

2.2. Risk and Resilience Assessment and improvement Process
The resilience management process used in RESISTO is based on ISO 31000 and is described in
detail in (Häring, et al., 2017). The process, as seen in Figure 1, is nine steps, starting with a context
and system analysis to frame the entire process, identification of performance functions and
disruptions and the combination of the two. An overall resilience quantification and evaluation is
completed, and any modifications to improve the resilience are determined and implemented.
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Figure 1. The resilience management cycle in RESISTO, including the tools used to complete each step

These steps were completed with the aid of different tools, which are described in Section 3. See
deliverable D3.1 for a complete description of the risk and resilience management process.

2.3. Process improvement for telecommunication infrastructure
While the resilience management process described above is general, it can be adapted easily to fit
any type of infrastructure being investigated. For RESISTO, the resilience management process was
adapted to telecommunication infrastructure. This was done by working with the telecommunication
operators and using the tools described in detail in the following section.

2.3.1. Extended Threat List
To complete steps two, three, four and eight, operators were sent the extended threat list excel tables
to be filled in focusing on general threats and system characteristics to get an overall understanding
of telecommunication networks. More information related to the specific use cases was then added to
these tables. This extra information came mostly from the use case descriptions, see deliverable D2.8
[ref6], and from literature. An example of the excel tables when the focus is on a use case scenario
(5) can be seen in Figure 2. This table represents the results from step four of the resilience
management cycle.
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Figure 2. A portion of the threat list for the use case 5 scenario

When looking specifically at the use case scenarios, the threats came mostly from the use case
descriptions. As seen in Figure 2, some information is missing including the frequency, duration,
economic and societal impact. Collaboration with the end users is necessary to obtain the correct
values for these threats.

2.3.2. Network design
To complete the later steps of the resilience management process, specifically steps six and eight, a
model and simulation needs to be created. For the simulation of the use cases, information about the
testbed design and set up was also required. This was obtained from the operators in the form of flow
diagrams. Because the simulation tool takes a topology approach, the flow diagrams were useful in
creating an accurate model.
From the excel tables and the flow diagrams, a list of system components was generated. This was
then defined in CaESAR and the testbed models. The system components can be selected from the
following
list:


TV headend



IPTV broadcast server



Core node



Streamer



Metro node



Router



Edge node



Switch



Access node



LAN to LAN



Controller



DSLAM



Clients



PON



Customer devices



Gateway
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Passive optical network



Server



Set top box



Firewall



BTS



Mobile other



BCS



Sensors

To create a model that can be implemented in CaESAR, again, to aid in steps six and eight, each
node in the flow diagram was assigned an ID number, starting with 0. In an excel file, information on
each node was collected. The following information is standard for all of the testbed node lists:


ID
o



Type
o



If the node has a specific name it is imputed into this column. In CaESAR, the models
are based on testbeds, so names are not applicable. However, if CaESAR was
implemented with a real grid, the nodes may have specific names.

Flow rate
o



The MTTR is randomly assigned to nodes ranging from 10 to 120 minutes.

Name
o



The main location is defined in the use case. If it is not defined, the city where the
partners’ headquarters are located is used as the first node’s longitude. Incrementally,
the nodes get 0.25 degrees farther apart, i.e. node 1 is 0.25 degrees away from node
0, and node 2 is 0.25 degrees away from node 1.

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)
o



The main location is defined in the use case. If it is not defined, the city where the
partners’ headquarters are located is used as the first node’s latitude. Incrementally,
the nodes get 0.25 degrees farther apart, i.e. node 1 is 0.25 degrees away from node
0, and node 2 is 0.25 degrees away from node 1.

Longitude
o



The system component type as defined in the flow diagrams and the excel tables. See
below for more information.

Latitude
o



The ID corresponding to the flow diagram, starting at zero.

The rate the information flows through the node. Currently, each node has the same
flow rate.

Capacity
o

The capacity of flow for each node. Currently, each node has the same capacity.
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2.3.3. Node Attributes and Flow
Attributes can also be assigned to the nodes, in the node list, when necessary for the evaluation of
the use case scenarios. These included:


Network type
o



Detection time
o



Different types of system component types can have different levels of security when it
comes to data and protection against cyber threats. The best way to define this
attribute is still being discussed. This indicator will be used in use cases 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8.

Redundant
o



The probability of failure is defined for each node. This is done by defining the
probability of failure per system component. All uses cases have this attribute.

Data security
o



Virtual nodes cannot be harmed by physical threats – only cyber threats. Therefore, it
is important to differentiate between the two. If a node is virtual, the value is 1 (true).
This attribute is necessary for use cases that focus or include cyber threats (1, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9).

Probability of failure
o



Cyber attacks might have a specific time before they are discovered (dormant malware
for example). The detection time attribute allows for the nodes to have a specific wait
time before certain threats applied to them are detected. This attribute is necessary for
use cases that focus or include cyber threats (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9).

Virtual
o



Three attributes (network data, network voice, or network television). For each network
the node is a part of, the value is 1 (true). For networks the node has no influence on,
the value is 0 (false). This attribute is useful when the performance measures are
related to the availability of services (data, voice, TV). This is applied to use cases that
have different networks (1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9).

If nodes are redundant, the value is 1 (true). This indicator is implemented for use case
9.

Indicator
o

This can be any indicator (i.e. temperature) that will start a chain reaction, and cause
different actions to be taken at different levels. It is implemented specifically for use
case 9.

If the flow direction was not defined in the diagram, it was determined using the knowledge of how
telecommunication networks are structured. As the model in CaESAR is a directed one, it was
important to mark the direction of flow correctly. Directed graphs/models means that the arcs have a
defined source and target, rather than an arc that can flow in any direction. From this information,
edge lists for each use case was created. For each arc in the edge list, the source and target were
defined. Attributes were not assigned; however, this can be added in the future as necessary.
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2.3.4. Use Case Scenarios Representation
The resilience management process will be completed for a group of use cases. Many of the use
cases, as were extensively described within D2.8, included very specific threats and execution steps.
These could not be implemented in the simulation tool as is, and similar to the testbed designs and
topologies, needed to be adjusted. This was done by critical analyzing the use case descriptions to
get an idea of what exactly the aim of the scenario was working to accomplish. For each threat,
according to the “storytelling” that the use case scenarios have (as presented within D2.8), a
modeling equivalent was created. This conversion can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1
includes the threat characteristics of the use case scenarios.
Table 1. Threats from the use cases and the adaptation for the simulation tool

Threat (from use case)

Threat (adapted for simulation tool)

DDoS attack
(use case 1, 3, 4, 6)

The affected node, or nodes are considered damaged and
removed from the model.

RESISTO sensors and detectors
(use case 1)

With the RESISTO sensors and detectors, the threats are
detected faster, therefore the repair time is less in the
simulation as the system is more prepared.

Break ins / unauthorized access
(use case 1, 5, 6)

The nodes are assigned a higher failure percentage as
they are more likely to fail if an unauthorized person has
access to them or the building they are stored in. This
only applies to the nodes in the specific area that was
broken into.

RESISTO damage inspection
(use case 2)

During the specific scenarios where the RESISTO tool
deploys tools to complete a damage inspection, a buffer
time will need to be integrated into the simulation tool to
account for inspection time.

Terrorist attack or natural disaster
(use case 2, 4)

The affected nodes (in a certain area or following a
specific path) are considered damaged and removed from
the model. Also a time-based component would be
implemented; different nodes may fail at different times.

Fiber optic (FO) cuts
(use case 4, 6)

The affected arc, or arcs are considered damaged and
removed from the model. Arcs can also be assigned a
probability of failure.
If the cable cuts want to be reflected in the node behavior
in the simulation, a damaged arc can reduce the node
capacities.

Data exfiltration
(use case 5)

When the model has a flow-based component, this threat
would stop the flow of information and hold it ransom until
an action is taken.

Hardware configuration change
(use case 5)

In this scenario, a node could be added to the network to
symbolize an external memory drive.
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Table 2 includes other characteristics from the D2.8 “storytelling” that can be implemented into the
simulation. These characteristics are not actions that have a negative impact on the process, like the
threats, but rather are components that are implemented with the RESISTO platform.
Table 2. A few use case characteristics and the adaptation for the simulation tool

Use case characteristic

Threat (adapted for simulation tool)

RESISTO sensors and detectors
(use case 1)

With the RESISTO sensors and detectors, the threats are
detected faster, therefore the repair time is less in the
simulation as the system is more prepared.

RESISTO damage inspection
(use case 2)

During the specific scenarios where the RESISTO tool
deploys tools to complete a damage inspection, a buffer
time will need to be integrated into the simulation tool to
account for inspection time.

Performance measures that can be implemented in the simulation tool were also investigated. The list
of
performance
measures
can
be
seen
in
Table 3. For each performance measure, the use case it could potentially be used for is also defined.
Table 3. Descriptions for potential performance measures (the use cases the performance measures could fit
into is also defined)

Performance Measure

Description

Largest connected component
(use case 6)

The largest number of nodes that are connected in the
network.

Percentage of working components
(use case 1, 2, 4, 6)

This percentage is based on the nodes that are currently
working divided by the total number of nodes.

Percentage of available service
(use case 2, 4, 6, 9)

This percentage is an estimate of the services available
using the largest connected component. Nodes that are
related to the particular service being measured and are
located in the largest connected component are divided by
the total nodes required for the service. Potential services
include voice, data or TV.

Addition of nodes
(use case 5)

In the case where an external memory drive is added. The
addition of a node would be seen as a negative.

Customers with services
(use case 5, 6)

If possible, this performance measure could be useful in
scenarios where the services are available but for
whatever reason, the connection to customers is
unavailable.

See deliverable 3.4 [ref4] for more information regarding the general description of the performance
functions.
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After the use case simulations are completed, the expected results include a performance time curve
showing the resilience of the system. CaESAR can then complete step nine of the resilience
management cycle and determine which improvement measures should be taken to improve the
resilience overall.
Improvement measures also had to be adjusted for implementation into CaESAR. Preliminary
investigation to determine the best way to adapt these measures for the model can be seen in Table
4.
Table 4. Improvement measures defined by the end user and the adaptation for the simulation tool.

Improvement Measure

Improvement Measure (adapted for
simulation tool)

Power Generator / batteries

Related to the flow, continuous flow (flow based model)

Redundant components

Additional components that replace damaged nodes after
a certain time
Initially simulated with a reduced repair time.

Anti-DDoS appliances

Lower probability of failure related to DDoS cyber-attacks,
a smaller repair time

Load Balancer

Related to the flow, splits the flow (flow-based model)

SmartWater

Lower probability of failure related to cyber cuts, theft,
etc.

Training / governance / alerts

Reduced buffer time,
probability of failure

Anti-hacking/virus system, firewall

Reduced probability of failure related to cyber attacks

Redirection

Redirect the flow to other nodes (flow-based model)

Physical security

Reduced probability of failure for unauthorized access

Minimization of privilege accounts

Reduction of probability of failure for cyber-attacks or
physical man-made attacks.
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3.

SUPPORTING TOOLS

3.1. Tools supporting the Risk and Resilience Improvement process
There are a few main software tools of relevance for the risk and resilience improvement process.
These are the simulation tool, CaESAR, the extended threat list and the visualization tool, the Shiny
app. The resilience management cycle (Figure 1) and the previous section describe the resilience
management process and give a small introduction to the tools used. This section will focus on the
different defined tools and input methods that were utilized at each step.
Steps 2 through 4, and step 8 of the resilience management process all utilize the extended threat list
as one of the methods for input collection. This threat list consists of end user input of information
about the system components, system functions, threats, and mitigation options. A supporting tool
that is used during these steps is the Shiny app. This app is used to visualize the extended threat list.
The app allows for connections between all four tables to be visualized as well as correlations
between threats and performance functions. Finally, the threats can be ranked using this tool. The
ranking incorporates the frequency, economic impact and the impact on society. Other tools are
incorporated on a smaller scale. This includes network representations being used in step 2, testbed
tools being used in steps 4 and 8 and network simulators utilized in step 6 and 8.
The network simulator, better known as CaESAR (Hiermaier, Hasenstein, & Faist, 2017), quantifies
the resilience and can evaluate the mitigation options. CaESAR is a simulation tool that models the
networks based on their topology. Initially, CaESAR was designed to model cascading effects
between interconnected networks. In the case with RESISTO, only one telecommunication network is
modeled at a time. Within CaESAR, a specific threat and performance function can be selected. The
threat, or more precisely, the damage caused by the threat, is first implemented on the network and
then the recovery of the network begins. Over this entire time, a performance measure is being
calculated. The output of CaESAR is a performance time curve that highlights the behavior of the
network.
For a complete description of the tools and CaESAR, see deliverable D3.4 [ref4] and D3.6 [ref5].
The data collected in the process are stored in the Knowledge Base of RESISTO reported in D2.7
[ref2].
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4. RISK AND RESILIENCE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS APPLICATION ON USE
CASES SCENARIOS
In this section, the operators each discuss the resilience management process through the
perspective of the operators. The previous section, 2.2.1 discussed steps 1 through 4. The first four
figures are the results from step 5 of the resilience management process. For general information on
the tools used in step 5, see Deliverable 3.4 [ref4]. These are investigated to determine which aspects
should be investigated in step 6: the overall resilience quantification, which includes the simulation.
Step 6, and the entire management cycle including the improvement measures implementation was
completed for use case 1, as an example. The rest of the operators and use cases will be completed
in the corresponding work packages (WP 7, 8 or 9).
The first figure in each use case is one related to the connections (Figure 3, Figure 7, Figure 11,
Figure 16, Figure 27, Figure 31, Figure 35, Figure 39). They give an overview of how the system
components, functions, threats and improvement measures are connected. These were defined by
the operators in the excel tables. The connections are only those that are directly connected. The
figure is for visualization purposes and can give a general idea of which aspects of the system are the
most connected to others.
The correlations between the threats and the performance functions for each use case are seen in
Figure 4, Figure 8, Figure 13, Figure 17, Figure 28, Figure 32, Figure 36, and Figure 40. The
correlations are not normalized. Correlations with a larger, darker blue circle are more critical, i.e.
have a larger connection strength between them. Threats that are directly related to the system
functions are given a value of 1. Threats that are directly related to the system components are given
a value of 0.5 and indirect connections a value of 0.25. These are included in the matrix because they
have an indirect contribution: the system components are needed for the system functions to function
properly.
The threat ranking for each use case can be found in Figure 5, Figure 9, Figure 14, Figure 18, Figure
29, Figure 33, Figure 37, and Figure 41 and hazard matrices for each use case in Figure 6, Figure 10,
Figure 15, Figure 19, Figure 30, Figure 34, Figure 38, Figure 42, and Figure 43. The threats are
ranked by their score, which is defined by the end user. In these examples, the equation used is:
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐹𝑄 ∙ (𝑆𝐼 + 𝐸𝐼)
FQ is the frequency, EI is the economic impact and SI in the impact on society. Important to keep in
mind is that these values were not given numerically in the excel tables. Each was given on a scale.
For example, frequency could be given as never, rare, modest, frequent, or very frequent. Therefore,
a numerical value was assigned to each of the options on the scale:


Never = 0



Rare = 0.1



Modest = 0.2



Frequent = 0.5



Very frequent = 1

In the threat ranking figures, the light blue column is the frequency, the dark blue is the social impact,
the black is the economic impact and the green is the overall score for the threat.
For the simulation results, the performance time curve is shown for each scenario. In general, the
simulation is in the beginning stages. In future work packages (WP7, 8 and 9), more details can be
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implemented including more of those mentioned in section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, with the help from the
operators in terms of details provided.
Within the simulation, some general assumptions and set up include:


The simulation has 100 simulation runs



During the simulation, measurements are taken every 5 minutes

During attacks when nodes are removed, they are literally removed and their arcs remain. The
recovery is based on the mean time to repair (MTTR) for each node. Once a node fails, the “timer”
begins and one the MTTR assigned to the node has passed, the node is added back to the network.
The MTTR ranges from 30 to 120 minutes. Future refinements of this include varying the MTTR
based on the different threats. For example, a bomb threat would need a longer MTTR than a DDoS
attack.
There are three general performance functions for the simulation. This includes the biggest connected
component (BCC), the number of working components and how much voice services are still being
provided. The biggest connected component is the largest number of nodes that are connected in the
network. The number of working components is the number of nodes that are working in the network,
regardless of the services they provide. Voice services is estimated with the BCC; the number of
nodes in the BCC that are required by voice services is divided by the total number of nodes that are
required for voice services, see the following equation:

𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 =

𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒

In the following sections each telco operator, after a short description of its own testbed and scenario,
will describe the main elements collected and evaluated during the 9 steps of the Risk and Resilience
improvement process. For each process step, produced files should be indicated, the files should be
retrieved using the web based supporting tool (i.e. selected document manager).

4.1. Process application to ALB scenario
The connections between the system components, system functions, threats and improvement
measures can be seen in Figure 3. This figure gives a general overview of the connections, and can
highlight where connections are needed. For ALB, everything looks well connected, and no threats
are without an improvement measure.
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Figure 3. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for ALB

The correlation matrix for ALB is Figure 4. The biggest correlations are the ones with the larger,
darker circles, in ALB’s case those are:


Equipment failure and other services (radio, etc.)



Equipment failure and voice services



Weather hazards and other services (radio, etc.)



Weather hazards and voice services
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Figure 4. Correlations between threats and performance functions for ALB. More critical correlations are
indicated by larger, darker circles

Threat ranking is in Figure 5 for ALB. The highest threat is a small cell failure, as it has a higher
frequency than the other threats, and has high economic and social impact. The next ranked threats
are DDoS attacks and equipment failure. Figure 6 is the hazard matrix for the frequency and
economic impact for the threats. There is a cluster of threats in the yellow regions, including
equipment failure, DDoS attacks and small cells failure. Equipment and small cells failure are very
similar in threats, they are separated due to the number of small cells there are in a network and their
importance to providing the final services to the customers. Both of these visualizations of the threats
do not take the improvement measures into effect. Therefore, a threat that is ranked highly, may
already have an improvement measure in place for network protection, but that will not be seen here.
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Figure 5. Threat score ranking for ALB including the frequency, economic and social impact. The equation for
the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)

Figure 6. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for ALB
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4.2. Process application to BTC scenario
BTC scenario is focusing on potential disruptions of IPTV delivery (i.e. live, linear TV streams) caused
by cyber-physical attacks. However any impacts on other services such as voice or broadband
Internet need to be taken into consideration too as they all share the same network infrastructure.
This has been reflected in some of the data used in the risk and resilience assessment process such
as the expected threat frequency, MTTR, magnitude of the social and economic impacts, etc.
BTC’s connections can be seen in the figure below (Figure 7). SF1 has a large amount of system
components related to it, which makes sense as it is the broadcasting services. Voice services (SF6)
and broadband data (SF7) also have a higher number of components. All of the threats have an
improvement measure associated with it, some even have more than one. This means that the
threats are well protected against, if those improvement measures are implemented properly.

Figure 7. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for BTC

The BTC correlation matrix (Figure 8) highlights two main critical combinations:


Power failure and broadcasting services



Fires and broadcasting services.



Fires and weather hazards also have some combinations with other performance functions.

The result doesn’t come as a surprise due to the obvious reliance of system and network components
on continuous power supply and the substantial physical damage that fires can cause. Wellestablished contingency and safety measures can be put in place to avert or minimize the risk on
sites. On the other hand, disruptions caused by weather hazards (e.g. flooding, storms, etc.) as well
as accidental or intentional fiber optic cable cuts are more challenging to mitigate due to its
unpredictable nature and higher exposure of the relevant components (e.g. telephone poles, street
cabinets, over/underground cables on public roads, etc.) to the threats.
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Figure 8. Correlations between threats and performance functions for BTC. More critical correlations are
indicated by larger, darker circles

Figure 9 shows BTC’s threat ranking. The highest ranked threats are fiber optic (FO) cuts, and
(D)DoS attacks, likely due to their high frequency of occurrence. The next highest threats are weather
hazards and unauthorized access. This threat ranking does not consider any improvement measures
that may be in place for these threats.
Fiber optic cuts can severely disrupt customer experience of IPTV services (e.g. live broadcasts); this
affects households with FTTC (fiber-to-the-cabinet) or FTTP (fiber-to-the-premises) broadband
connections. Disruptions could be caused by accidental damage (e.g. construction/street works) or
criminal activities (e.g. cable theft). Without adequate improvement/security measures in place this
could eventually lead to significant economic impact on the business due to customers losing
confidence in the service or operator, e.g. cancelled subscriptions, lost revenues, financial
compensations, etc. Nevertheless, the associated impacts (incl. societal impact) could be even bigger
if basic communication and broadband services to critical customers such as hospitals, police,
emergency services, etc. are disrupted.
Cyber-attacks such as (D)DoS and data thefts are high profile attacks that will mainly have economic
impact on the business/operator and to some extent on the affected customers too. While there exist
a number of security tools in the market to mitigate (D)DoS attacks an operator needs to have sound
cyber-defense strategy and remain vigilant as such attacks could be used as a smokescreen for a
more serious security breach such as malware/ransomware infection or data thefts. The
consequences of data breaches (e.g. unauthorized access to subscription/billing data, personal data,
etc.) can be severe, especially in the form of heavy financial penalties that are possible under GDPR
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(General Data Protection Regulation), in addition to any reputation damage faced by the operator as
well as any financial or emotional distress suffered by affected customers.

Figure 9. Threat score ranking for BTC including the frequency, economic and social impact. The equation for
the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)

In Figure 10, the frequency and economic impact for each threat is shown. For BTC, it highlights that
(D)DoS attacks is a threat that needs to have mitigation measures as it lands in the orange region due
to the high economic impact and frequent occurrence.

Figure 10. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for BTC
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4.3. Process application to ORO scenario
This analysis focuses on Use case 6, Cyber and Physical Protection of Network and Network
Elements Mechanisms used by Critical Services that impact users.
Two of the most important services that a telecom provider can offer to its B2B or B2C customers are
Voice services: be them on older protocols or Voice over LTE / 5G or Voice over Wi-Fi and Data
services: be these over 3G/4G/5G or Mobile Offload via Wi-Fi networks.
Out of these, focus will be on voice and data communications over 4G/5G communications.
Such a network and its proper functioning is essential for various customers that use the same
services, such as clients that use the infrastructure for IaaS, PaaS or SaaS or mobile/data services
but especially for clients in certain “sensible” / strategic sectors such as transportation where a
sudden loss of connectivity on either data or voice plains could lead to significant disruptions of
normal operational activity.
The ORO testbed environment is a lower scale simulation of the production environment with similar
architecture, KPI generation and reporting functionalities. Also, the two scenarios that will be tested
during piloting will be: [1] a Fiber Cut event shortly followed by a DDoS Attack [2] a rogue access to
ORO’s Core Network followed by Routing Table Poisoning. For more details on the testbed
environment and use case, check D2.8 [ref6] and D8.1 [ref7].
Looking at the connections for ORO (Figure 11), the components, functions, threats and improvement
measures all seem very well connected. The system functions are connected to all of the components
and threats, which is beneficial as it means that they will be able to give an accurate measure of
performance when a threat occurs. When a further analysis of the connections is conducted, by
highlighting each of the improvement measures, for example, see Figure 12, it can be seen that only
threats 1 through 4 have improvement measures. This highlights the need for more improvement
measures to be investigated so that all of the threats can be covered.

Figure 11. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for ORO
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Figure 12. By clicking on a specific improvement measure, the connections related to it are highlighted

For ORO, the correlation matrix (Figure 13) highlights a few threats, system function combinations
that are critical. These includes:


Weather hazard and voice services



Power outages (in MSC Site) and voice services



Power outage (in MSC Site) and mobile data services



Break in (to MSC Site) and voice services



Break in (to MSC Site) and mobile data services

Weather hazard usually affect voice services due to the difficult access in the remote areas where
these hazards tend to happen, where the telecom operator’s network has its capillarity and therefore
lower to no redundancy - due to the fact that it is just impractical from an economic standpoint to
make multiple redundant connections in places where there is little traffic. Hazards such as
thunderstorms, heavy rain, floods, thunderstorms or blizzards can of course impact voice services in
the sense that these services will be provided at lower quality or not at all for a brief time interval.
Power outages in important CI nodes such as the ones hosting MSCs can sometimes lead to voice
and data services loss if the BTS or RNCs (and implicitly NodBs or eNodBs) cannot be served by the
MSC. In addition to this, subscriber management cannot be performed, due to lack of access to HLR
services for the subscribers.
Similar, break ins in the MSC site can be quite hazardous as physical connectivity might be lost as a
result of a man determined power outage, multiple link cuts or equipment deterioration.
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Figure 13. Correlations between threats and performance functions for ORO. More critical correlations are
indicated by larger, darker circles

For ORO, the threat with the largest score is the DDoS attack (Figure 14). This is because it has the
largest frequency of all of the threats, leading to a higher score. The next highest scored threat are
FO cuts, again, likely due to the large frequency. Threats that are ranked the largest should have
improvement measures that can directly work to decrease the frequency or impact of the threat. The
visualizations do not include the improvement measures, but ORO is protected against DDoS attacks
with anti-DDoS appliances that are already installed. ORO’s hazard matrix (Figure 15) shows that
most of the threats are in the green region, a good sign. DDoS attacks are in the orange due to their
high frequency.
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Figure 14. Threat score ranking for ORO including the frequency, economic and social impact. The equation
for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)

Figure 15. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for ORO

The fact that the most common type of attack is DDoS is normal for a Telecom Provider as various
statistics show that roughly 2/3 of DDoS attacks are aimed at Communications Services Providers.
While the telecom provider’s resources are more intensely used these types of attacks have low
economic impact as once the thresholds are passed or certain traffic patterns are observed, anti
DDoS appliances mitigate such attacks.
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Fiber Optic cable cuts also happen frequently but again the economic impact is low due to redundant
connections.
Data exfiltration, which can have a high economic impact is usually mitigated through network design
principles (E.g. logical segregations of clients using the same physical infrastructure) and by specific
data loss prevention policies, controls and specific mitigation technologies such as Endpoint
Detection and Response software, Data Leakage Prevention software or network-based IDS/IPS and
firewall monitoring.
Regarding all other threats and their economic impact, these can have a higher economic impact if
they happen at once (E.g. break in Core Network Datacenter, MSC site and Power Outage in another
MSC site), which again is low probability.

4.4. Process application to OTE scenario
The OTE connection figure (Figure 16) shows that two threats are unprotected with improvement
measures. T11 and T10, bombs and malware, have no connection to any improvement measures,
meaning that OTE may be especially vulnerable to these types of attacks. The system functions look
to be very well connected to the system components and the threats, indicating they are good
measures of performance.

Figure 16. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for OTE

The correlation matrix (Figure 17) for OTE shows a few critical connections:


Fire and L2/3 connectivity



Fire and voice services



Fire and fixed data services
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Power shortage and L2/3 connectivity



Power shortage and voice services



Power shortage and fixed data services

Figure 17. Correlations between threats and performance functions for OTE. More critical correlations are
indicated by larger, darker circles

The threat ranking for OTE (Figure 18), highlights DDoS as a very high scoring threat. Similar to
ORO, this may be due to the high frequency the attack type has. Also similar to ORO, the next
highest scoring threat is the physical connectivity cuts. Figure 19 similarly shows DDoS attacks in the
orange because of their high frequency. OTE also has quite a few nodes that have very large
economic impacts, however the frequency is low enough that the overall threat does not fall into a red
or orange category. As mentioned in the ORO discussion, these results are excluding any
improvement measures that may already be in place to reduce the effects of specific attacks.
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Figure 18. Threat score ranking for OTE including the frequency, economic and social impact. The equation
for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)

Figure 19. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for OTE

To run the simulation of the disruption on the OTE testbed, which is step 6 of the resilience
management process, the testbed was converted to a node and edge list. The following figure (Figure
20) shows the topology of the network with the nodes numbered.
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Figure 20. The topology of the OTE testbed with numbered nodes and flow indicated

4.4.1 Use case 1, subcase 1 (DDoS attack)
Figure 21 shows the preliminary results for use case 1 subcase 1, a DDoS attack on a specific node.
The figure shows the results when a DDoS occurs at different nodes throughout the network. To
model a DDoS attack, a specific node is removed from the network. All of the nodes will have the
same performance for the working components because no matter which node is attacked, only one
is removed. However, depending on the node, the biggest connected component (BCC) and the voice
services may differ showing that some nodes will have a larger impact when attacked then others.
The different colored lines in the plot correspond to a specific node removal. When looking at the
bottom curve, the voice service, node 18 is shown to have a much larger effect on the service than
the others. Node 18 also has a large effect on the biggest connected component, as seen in the first
curve. Node 18 is fairly well connected in the grid, as is node 15 so these nodes should have a larger
impact than nodes on the edge of the network.
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Figure 21. The results for use case 1, subcase 1. Each coloured line corresponds to a different node being
attacked, i.e. removed

Different improvement measures were tested and the results can be seen in Figure 22. Three
different improvement measures were tested: improving the repair time, improving the probability, or
both. In the original simulation for a DDoS attack, it was assumed that an attack had a probability of
100%. Now with anti-DDoS appliances installed, 80% of the attacks are prevented, leaving a
probability of attack at 0.2. The repair time is reduced to 10 minutes. Anti-DDoS appliances can also
influence the repair time or a combination of the two. Introducing more training and governance could
also reduce the repair times.
The effect of the improved probability had a larger effect compared to improving the MTTR. As
expected the combination of both yields the best result. In the case that the combination is not
possible, the operator should consider which is more important: the time the network is down, or how
much damage is sustained.
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Figure 22. Different improvement measures were tested against DDoS attacks. The three different measures
include improving the repair time (blue), improving the probability (orange) or a combination of the two
(green)

4.4.2 Use case 1, subcase 2 (malware attack)
Figure 23 is the preliminary results for use case 1 subcase 2, a malware attack. This malware attacks
only the nodes that are of a single type (3, 4, and 18). All connected components to this node will fail.
Additionally, it is assumed that nodes 3 and 4 are attacked earlier than node 18.
The simulation is completed 100 times, however, as the probability of attack is assumed to be 100%
before improvement measures, all simulations are the same. The additional dip in performances that
occurs is node 18 being attacked at a later time than the other nodes. This is to give an estimation for
a potential propagation.
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Figure 23. The preliminary results for use case 1, subcase 2: a malware attack

Improvement measures are modeled in Figure 24. Improvement measures for this use case include
anti-hacking/virus systems, redundant components, training and governance, and the minimization of
privilege accounts. Redundant components, and training and governance can both be modeled with a
reduced repair time. If there are multiple components, one can easily be added to the network as a
backup when the original is attacked with malware and with training, the repair process is working at
max efficiency. Anti-hacking/virus systems reduces the probability of attack, the repair time, or both.
Originally, the probability was 100%, now the probability of an attack occurring is 45%, meaning 55%
of the attacks are prevented. The repair time is reduced to 20 minutes. Malware has a higher
probability of attack and repair time than a DDoS attack, because malware is assumed to be harder to
detect, fix and may be more complicated than a DDoS attack.
The best improvement measure is the combination of repair time and probability, as expected. There
is a tradeoff between damage and time when comparing improved repair time or improved probability
separately.
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Figure 24. Improvement measures tested against a malware attack. Improvement measures could improve
the repair time (blue), improved probability (green) and a combination of the two (orange)

4.4.3 Use case 2, subcase 1 (bomb attack)
The following curve (Figure 25) is the preliminary results for use case 2 subcase 1: bomb. For this
simulation, the bomb destroyed 20% of the nodes. This means that 20% of the nodes are removed
from the network.
The simulation is completed 100 times; therefore, the thick black line is the average, the dark gray
shading is the standard deviation of the mean. The light gray is the extreme cases (best- and worstcase scenario).
A bomb attack leads to much damage and longer recovery times, when compared to the other
attacks.
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Figure 25. Use case 2 sub case 1 bomb attack results. The solid black line is the average of the simulation
runs. The dark grey is the standard deviation and the light grey are the extreme scenarios

4.4.4 Use case 2, subcase 2 (natural disaster)
Some preliminary results were generated for use case 2 sub case 2: natural disaster (Figure 26).
Natural disasters are modeled with a time component to simulate a moving threat across the network.
The disaster begins at 10:15 and continues for a few hours.
Varying severity of storms was also considered. This was done by varying the probability that a node
would be attacked from 10% (low), 30% (medium) and 50% (high). With a higher probability of failure,
a high severity storm is modeled.
In the figure, the different colors represent the varying severity. High severity is red and has the
largest dip in performance measures, while green is low severity and has the least amount of
damage.
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Figure 26. The results for low, medium and high severity natural disasters. Red indicates a high severity,
blue is medium severity and green is a low severity

4.5. Process application to RTV scenario
RTV has three separate use cases, therefore three separate results for step 5.

4.5.1 Use case 3
RTV’s use case 3 connections can be seen in Figure 27. Threats have improvement measures
connected and most of the network seems well connected.
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Figure 27. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for RTV use case 3

The correlation matrix for RTV use case 3 can be seen in Figure 28. This matrix highlights three main
critical combinations:


Cyber-attack and broadcasting services



Cyber-attack and voice services



Break in and broadcasting services

Cyber-attacks can be further specified in the use case to be DDoS attacks, malware or other types of
attacks.
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Figure 28. Correlations between threats and performance functions for RTV use case 3. More critical
correlations are indicated by larger, darker circles

The threat ranking for RTV use case 3 is seen in Figure 29. Cyber-attacks have a much higher
ranking than break-ins, due to the much larger frequency. Cyber-attacks also have a higher social
impact, however break-ins have a higher economic impact. The hazard matrix (Figure 30) for the
economic impact and frequency of the threats shows that cyber-attacks fall into the orange region.
These methods do not consider any improvement measures that are in place to help protect the
network
from
these
attacks.

Figure 29. Threat score ranking for RTV use case 3 including the frequency, economic and social impact. The
equation for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)
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Figure 30. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for RTV use case 3

4.5.2 Use case 7
The connections for use case 7 are in Figure 31. This use case’s components, functions, threats and
improvement measures are very connected.

Figure 31. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for RTV use case 7
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The correlation matrix (Figure 32) highlights many critical combinations for RTV use case 7. These
are indicated by the larger, darker circles and include:


Connect to network through router and monitoring



Connect to network through router and control



Connect to network through router and data



Connect to network through router and network



Connect to equipment and monitoring



Connect to equipment and control



Connect to equipment and data



Connect to equipment and network



RF hacking and monitoring



RF hacking and control



RF hacking and data



RF hacking and network



Other combinations can also be considered critical including:



Open cabinet and monitoring



Open cabinet and control



Open cabinet and data



Open cabinet and network



Sending corrupt data and monitoring



Sending corrupt data and control



Sending corrupt data and data



Sending corrupt data and network
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Figure 32. Correlations between threats and performance functions for RTV use case 7. More critical
correlations are indicated by larger, darker circles

Threats are ranked for this particular use case in Figure 33 and the hazard matrix is seen in Figure
34. The highest ranking threat is sniffing traffic. Other high ranking threats are DDoS, RF hacking and
connection to equipment. The hazard matrix shows that sniffing traffic falls into a critical region
highlighting the need for improvement measures to adjust either the economic impact or the
frequency of the threat. These two visualization tools do not consider improvement measures already
specified in the excel tables.

Figure 33. Threat score ranking for RTV use case 7 that includes the frequency, economic and social impact.
The equation for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)
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Figure 34. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for RTV use case 7

4.5.3 Use case 8
The combinations for RTV use case 8, again showing a well-connected network is seen in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for RTV use case 8

The correlation matrix (Figure 36) highlights some critical combinations. Criticality is indicated with
larger, darker circles. These include:


Communication disruption/manipulation and data/information protection



Communication disruption/manipulation and applications (V2X)



Manipulation of network infrastructure and data/information protection
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Figure 36. Correlations between threats and performance functions for RTV use case 8. More critical
correlations are indicated by larger, darker circles

The threat ranking in the following figure (Figure 37) shows that the highest ranking threat is
interference due to its high frequency in 5G networks. Also unique to 5G is the second highest threat:
small cell failure. However, from the hazard matrix (Figure 38) it is seen that all of the threats fall into
the green region, indicating these threats are not too severe, at least in terms of frequency and
economic impact.
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Figure 37. Threat score ranking for RTV use case 8 that includes the frequency, economic and social impact.
The equation for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)

Figure 38. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for RTV use case 8

4.6. Process application to TIM scenario
For this analysis the TIM use case 5 sub use case 1 “Healthcare” has been taken into consideration.
Healthcare systems are among the most appealing targets for cyberattacks, as electronic health
records (EHR) and all the information regarding patients are very sensitive and are becoming more
and more important in the process of managing personal information. Healthcare industry is a
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particular critical infrastructure, directly affecting people's life. Moreover, hospitals are mostly public
facilities, everyone can easily access them and for this reason healthcare systems are representative
examples of physically vulnerable systems.
The simulated environment will have specific interconnection to a Cloud Storage Provider that offers
to the hospital the ability to place and retain data in a secure and protected off-site storage system.
For a more complete description of the envisioned environment, please see D2.8 [ref6] and D2.8
[ref7].
TIM’s connections between system components, functions, threats and improvement measures is in
Figure 39. All are well connected and each threat has an improvement measure associated with it.

Figure 39. Connections between system components, system functions, threats and improvement measures
for TIM

Figure 40 is the correlation matrix for threats and performance functions for TIM. The most critical
combination is:
Unauthorized changes in system configuration and managing core network functionalities.
This is confirmed by the fact that hospitals are increasingly dependent on their ICT systems, the use
of connected medical devices and networked systems for normal medical activity expose those
systems to both cyber and physical attacks, where the scope is to disrupt the service or to steal
sensitive information that could be used for other types of attacks.
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Figure 40. Correlations between threats and performance functions for TIM. More critical correlations are
indicated by larger, darker circles

The threat ranking for TIM is in Figure 41. The threat with the largest score is unauthorized hardware
configuration changes, specifically adding an external memory stick. While this threat has the same
frequency as many others, its social impact is larger and impacts the score. General, unauthorized
changes in the system configuration is the second highest ranking threat, tied with unauthorized
application launch. Figure 42 is the hazard matrix for each threat that includes the frequency and the
economic impact. Most threats have a low to medium economic impact, besides data extraction (with
a fine). Government agencies have defined very large fines in order to assure customer data
protection.
The healthcare sector must face several cybersecurity-related issues. Among the others, it is
important to consider malware infections that compromise the integrity of systems and privacy of
patients, but also denial of service attacks that block hospital ability to provide patient care. While
other critical infrastructures have experienced these attacks as well, the healthcare industry is
particular because the damages caused by an attack can have consequences beyond financial or
privacy losses, but impact directly the life of the patients.
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Figure 41. Threat score ranking for TIM including the frequency, economic and social impact. The equation
for the score is frequency * (social + economic impact)
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Figure 42. Frequency vs. economic impact of the different threats for TIM

Because a lot of the threats for TIM use case have a social aspect, given the inherent nature of the
Healthcare infrastructures, a hazard matrix for the threats include frequency and social impact was
created (Figure 43). This highlights that the threats faced by a hospital have a large range of social
impact, with quite a few in the high region. In this case the disclosing of the highly sensitive
HealthCare Records (e.g. privacy violations) have direct social consequences, such as trust lost and
reputation damaged and finally regulatory fines.
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Figure 43. Frequency vs. social impact of the different threats for TIM’s Healthcare scenario
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

To understand the current and future state of the critical infrastructure and telecommunication
landscape in terms of security and resilience, we accordingly adapted resilience management
process so as to fit to the respective telecommunication infrastructure testbeds presented in D2.8 by
focusing on general threats and system characteristics. The purpose was to get an overall
understanding of telecommunication networks resilience and their resilience when facing specific
threats.
We fully simulated one use case as a concrete example. The rest of the use cases will be simulated
in the deliverables to follow, and the results of the simulations will be compared with pilot findings.
When the case simulations were completed, a performance time curve showing the resilience of the
system was ready and then with the use of CaESAR tool, step nine of the resilience management
cycle can be completed so as to determine which improvement measures should be taken to improve
the resilience overall.
The simulations so far highlighted some critical combinations as well as unauthorized changes to
telecommunication systems which may affect the quality of service offered which will be taken under
consideration during the pilot phase that will be conducted within the framework of WPs 7, 8 and 9.
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